
Yes, Zoning Matters… and So Does Intent 
Commentary by Bonnie Headlee 

Harbor Bay Neighbors agree with Frank Matarrese’s recent commentary pointing out the 
implications of smart zoning as well as the consequences of poor zoning decisions. 

Zoning considerations take on a totally different perspective when an alteration to a PUD 
(planned unit development) is proposed. Why? Because a PUD is, by definition, a 
carefully planned community with a thoughtful land use balance between residential, 
commercial, recreation and open space.  

Residents who buy homes in a PUD often pay a premium price and literally ‘buy into’ the 
concept of a pre-planned community with established zoning and rules, recognizing that 
PUDs offer an added layer of protection against encroaching development and other 
threats to home values. 

The zoning at Harbor Bay Isle (a PUD) is primarily residential with one commercial parcel, 
The Landing shopping center, and one recreational parcel, Harbor Bay Club. Both were 
intentionally created to provide 13,000 residents with a variety of desirable and 
convenient amenities. While the Landing is zoned commercial, the Harbor Bay Club 
parcel is zoned commercial/recreation to reflect the specific intent of its use.  

Does intent matter? Yes. In court rulings judges often look beyond the letter of the law 
and into the “spirit” of the law to guide their decision. Unfortunately, when it comes to 
altering zoning the intent of an initial decision is often lost (or conveniently forgotten) in a 
bureaucratic quagmire. 

Fortunately, there is a paper trail regarding intent and the creation of Harbor Bay Club. It 
indicates that while building Harbor Bay Isle, Cowan pled economic hardship that resulted 
in the City approving additional homes on acreage originally designated as recreational 
space. The City of Alameda granted HBIA the right to swap 44 acres—including a public 
community recreation center—for a 10-acre privately owned Club under the provision 
that, “the purpose of the Harbor Bay Club is and shall continue to be to provide 
quality recreation facilities for the residents of Harbor Bay Isle residential 
development.” 

The City clearly intended---and HBIA agreed---to provide residents with this recreational 
facility within the Harbor Bay Isle development. They also recognized the importance of 
including the Club within the PUD---rather than elsewhere---to maintain the balance of 
recreation, commercial and residential zoning within that PUD. As a result of this smart 
zoning decision, nearby residents walk, run, roller blade and bicycle to the existing Club. 
Many arrive within a minute or two of leaving their front door without ever getting into a 
car. 

While rezoning with thoughtful consideration can have a positive outcome, the rezoning of 
the Harbor Bay Club parcel would result in a negative impact on the entire community. 
Residents not only lose proximity to a premier recreational facility that will never be 
regained; they lose trust and confidence in elected government to honor their promises. 



The City and HBIA negotiated a deal to provide Harbor Bay residents with designated 
recreational space on the existing Club parcel. City officials must now muster the integrity 
to honor their agreement and stand by its original intent if they are to maintain credibility 
with their constituents. 

If they don’t, the repercussions for setting this precedent will be lasting. By undermining 
the protections inherent in a PUD, people will no longer pay premium prices for homes in 
PUDs, including Alameda Point. In fact, hundreds of homeowners at Harbor Bay will 
suffer a loss in home value, resulting in a reassessment of their property. 

And what’s to prevent the owners of The Landing—with its multiple storefront vacancies—
from also pleading “economic hardship” and replacing our local shopping center with 
million dollar lagoon-front homes? Developers will view the City’s decision as ‘open 
season’ on PUDs and, with a soft attitude at City Hall, harden their negotiations when it 
comes to including amenities in their projects. 

There is nothing in HBIA’s plans that cannot be built at the current location, which would 
keep a key amenity within easy access for the residents it was explicitly and intentionally 
built to serve. The size and shape of the proposed parcel on North Loop Road mirror the 
current Club site. HBIA maintains the current Club has an unsustainable infrastructure. 
It’s hard to believe that two small wood buildings and 19 paved tennis courts are so 
complex that problems can’t be remedied. And if this is an oversimplification, then please 
consider how such an unstable site will sustain 80-160 homes. 

This City and its residents have heard promises from developers on myriad projects that 
never materialized or morphed into something very different than initially proposed. It 
happened during the building of Harbor Bay Isle—and the land use of the current Club 
parcel was the negotiated solution.  

Do Harbor Bay Neighbors believe they paid a premium to Cowan for homes in his PUD 
with the understanding that a PUD would protect them from encroachment? Do they think 
there’s a component of bait-and-switch here? You bet we do. 

Mostly, we believe that intent matters. And that it cannot be eclipsed by the sparkle of a 
shiny new building. 

 

Bonnie Headlee is a 30+ year resident of Alameda and founding member of Harbor Bay 
Neighbors: www.harborbayneighbors.wordpress.com  


